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:olleges May Get
ieparate Board
board of trusA separatestate colleges
the
for
of
all the independence
Regents
of
Board
e IC
proposed in Berkeley
Master Plan
!itertlay by the
team.
rey
called by Gov.

The survey team,
Brown last year to
rund G.
education in Callhigher
0.
its far-reaching promade
us. reorganization of the eduof
the form of a
las system in
titutional amendment.
UC regents
f approved by the
of Educethe State Board
the Legis. the plan will go to
It could go to
e nest month.
,oters nest year.
proposal as
v features of the
Press Interrted by United
nal are:
-Creation of a separate state
trustees that
Pee hoard of
constituuld get the same
independence the Board
Regents now has.
over
A co-ordinating council
the state college trustees and
regents that would have power
review their budgets, develop
s for new campus sites, and
its recommendations to the
alature and the governor.
,e 12-man co-ordinating counwould have three representaeach from state colleges. UC,
or colleges and the public.
,e survey team’s recommendas were submitted to a special
rnittee of the regents and
rd of Education yesterday.
Arthur G. Coons,
man of the team and pros&

dent of Occidental College, said
he doubts that any action will
be taken before Dee. FT. At
that time the entlre education
master plan will he put in its
final form before going to the
Legislature.
Chairman Coons said the planning team suggested two alternatives for handling graduate studlesa point on which representatives of the colleges and UC were
reportedly deadlocked Tuesday.
The suggested alternatives are:
The primary function of each
system would be the basis on
which they would get new campuses and facilities. The university
would be discouraged from asking
for new campuses that would be
used chiefly for undergraduate
work; the colleges would not be
encouraged to seek funds for graduate centers.
.The university and state colleges could grant "co-operative"
doctorate degrees jointly.
The need for a definite plan was
emphasized Tuesday with the announcement that cost of state supported higher education could cost
more than $2 billion 15 years from
now.

Y Challenge
’No Surprise’
To Prosecutor

ASH Prosecutor Pat McClenalian said he "was not
surprised" by the Constitutional challenge hurled at the
Student Court Tuesday by
Spartan Y.
"I knew they would try
the
and
professors
vs
something like that," he said.
iii -ChaCha Twins" will
The Spartan Y is one of several
-The Cuban Quesorganizations McClenahan charged
from economic, politi- with a campus advertising violaand first-hand -experience tion involving failure to sign up on
t- of view at today’s In- a schedule of events before putAnnul Relations Club ting up posters.

ubaQuestion’
pic Today

mpositim will be held in
! 12:30 p.m. All campus
ire invited; there is no
charge, says club mem. i Stanten.
r. Edward J. Rogers, ass.
e professor of political mei, and Williams H. Poytressi,
of economics, will dislaical and economic 111.4 Cuba’s present situakik. and Frank Macias
resent views on their na,-,.entry.
gcrs believes the Cuban
Is part of the same no :,,n movement that hit
lip East. He will detail
ranges and political mer,ehind the Cuban movePoytress has been
2 material on Cuba’s econ:he last year to write an
’tat of Cuba’s difficulfrom a one-crop (sugar)
the professor says.
ialls to discuss tax and
HWY reforms and essenc ohms economy.
.rias twins at one time
"-Cuban president Be:se while working "mar for Castro forces.
-.mposium will be fola question -answer ses-

MeCienahan was not bothered by the added amount of
work in bringing the Spartan Y
Issue to trial next Tuesday.
"They have a perfect legal right
to do what they are doing," he
said. "If something is wrong with
the Constitution, this is the proper
way to discover it."
Three other campus groups
chaged with the same violations
requested and got postponements,
pending the outcome of the Spartan Y test case.

Six To Vie Today
In Oral Readings
Gil Gillespie, Yvonne Jackson,
Merle Osborn, Bill Purkiss, Betsy
Rainbow and Luis Miguel Valdez
will compete this afternoon at 3:30
in the Studio Theater, SD103, in
the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Oral
Reading Award contest for a $50
first prize.
The six contestants will read,
respectively, "Carmen," "The Fly,"
"Joan of Arc as Seen by Three
Authors," Sergeant Prishibeyev,"
"Mr. Kaplin’s Dark Logic" and
"John Brown’s Body."
Dr. Kaucher, who has the prize
named in her honor, will be present to give the award to the
winner.

k Talk

atiattaity
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479. ’Armed’ for Duty

EN111.11.: WEBB
Earl I,. Jandron, asso
profe..or of psychology,
-ratitily and Class
Mental Illness’
hook talk said
dalhor,’ findings indi
that the pressures and
hil sticssc!, common to the
lass play an impart In the type
of men-

nckcivert.

The research was divided into
two parts. The first part was discussed by August Hollingshead
and Frederick Redlich in "Social
Class and Mental Illness."
The second part, covered by today’s book, was research compiled
from a 129-page questionnaire and
interviews given to fifty patients
and their families, representing
two different social levels. The
study was conducted in New Haven, Conn.
Patients from the lower classes
More often developed psychotic
Illnesses, whereas, In the middle
classes, neuroses were more prevalent.

untten by Yale proJetome Myers anti the late
m Roberts, is
a report of a
Ft stilt; on
the inter-relahetween social atratinI Mental illness.
IN,. conducted under a
Patients In the lower classes
the National Institute often expressed their hostilities
Ilealth, was carried out through physical violence. Middle0.1m of social
scientists and class patients tended to internalize
mists. It look
10 years to their feelings and develop strong
emotional upheavals.
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Council Action

Students To Help
Elect Yell Leaders
siitr t.ir song and yell leaders
for the nom; and )ell leaders
has been proposed here. Previmust some to the tryouts, preously, the Rally Committee
sent their student body cards,
made all the selections. The data
listen to the groups, then vote
and time for the election has
on those they consider best.
But the Rally Committee, its ad- not been set yet, Miss Sandell
viser and four faculty member said.
associates still will make the
An instructional meeting for an
choice of the narrowed field.
candidates for next year’s song
This in the first time a general and yell leaders will be held next
But the voice will be indirect,
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in TH17. Bick
and the Rally Committee and facGoss, head yell leader, and Sheila
ulty associates will still make the
O’Brien, head song girl, will confinal selection.
duct the meeting. Applications for
Carol Sandell, Rally Committee
next year’s song and yell leaders
chairman, suggested the council
are available now in the Student
approve a trial plan whereby the
Union.
entire student body would be alOther council business translowed to vote in a primary elecacted yesterday included:
tion during the tryouts to be held
MERIT AWARDSThe council
"within a month" in Morris Dailey
agreed to spend up to $600 per
Auditorium. She emphasized the
year for Merit Awards to stuplan is "just being tried" and
SJS voters will go to the dents performing duties "beyond
would be dropped if not successful.
the routine functions" in a stuStudents interested in voting polls today and tomorrow to
choose ASB officers in what dent government office.
Each student would receive a
Student Court Chief Justice $100
award for their outstanding
Ed Rap,por
Jerry Alexander has called service to the college and their
LEND AN ARMSpartans are asked to "lend an arm" today as
a "pretty sick election."
fellow students. The award is open
the annual Selah Pereira blood drive continues from 10:30 a.m.
Booths in the Outer Quad to upper classmen only.
to 3:30 p.m. Community Service Chairman Dianne Fammatre is
and at the Spartan Bookstore
RESIGNATION With
regrets
shown enlisting the aid of healthy, red -armed Spartans for the
opened at 9 a.m, today and will the council accepted Becky
drive.
Fudge’s resignation as recording
San Jose police nabbed a close tomorrow at 4 p.m.
Alexander, in charge of election
wan Tuesday on suspicion of preparations, said he was disap- seuetary Miss Fudge said her
school and outside work load were
being a prowler and attempt- pointed in the poor turnout of too much for her to remain in the
ed rapist reported by coeds prospective candidates. Ten can- ASB position. She will leave the
last week but he was released didates are not opposed in the council when another secretary
has been appointed.
for lack of sufficient evi- voting.
"Many students didn’t seem
dence.
to realize what the ASB candiA quota of 200 pints of blood donation response inspired Police arrested a man Tuesday diwy rules are," he said.
a drive in his name.
after observing him with a pair
Of 41 applicants, 13 were reblood is the goal SJS students The drive is handled on campus of
binoculars and charged him
will try to meet today in the by the Community Service Com- with spying on coeds living at 67 jected when the Student Court
justices reviewed their qualificaKaren Kralovansky is pub- S. Fifth St.
annual Selah l’ereira campus mittee.
tions. Nine of the 13 were turn, ’
licity chairman.
Victims were summoned to the down on the class meeting ciao,blood drive.
County Jail, where the suspect
Alexander pointed out th.Ft
..o-truction of the
was placed in a lineup but the clause is a poor one. Students are
The American Red Cross
women failed to identify him. He required to be present at three 000 Music Building addition
will take the donations at the
also had a satisfactory alibi for consecutive class meetings in order will begin "w ithin two
Student Union today from 10:30
Ithe time that the rape took place, to run for a class office.
months." according to Execua.m. to 3:30 p.m. Pledge cards and
"We lost some fine candidates tine Dean C. Grant Burton’s
permit slips are still available for
TVto
Schools
reZtei:tI.
Attorney’s
office
on that rule," he said. ’’I’m work- office.
students who haven’t signed up yet.
did not press peeping torn charges.
Lower division nursing majors
A demonstration of fresh The district attorney said it wasn’t ing to get that clause out of the
Bids for the project were
Constitution."
continue to distribute the cards
awarded Tuesday in Sacramento.
a peeping torn case, and that there
Candidates are:
at the booth in the Outer Quad water aquariums will he teleThe two-story addition will be
was
lack of sufficient evidence
Junior Class. President, Ronand at the Student Union.
vised today when the SJS in- for aacase
located directly behind the present
against the man.
ald
Gerevas,
Robert
McKeown;
"Students under 21 must have structional television center
Music Building, and will contain
vice president, Rodney Diridon,
permit slips signed by their parnearly 27.000 square feet (about
via
program,
a
transmits
Larry
Swenson;
secretary,
Carolyn
ents in order to donate," Dianne
the size of the rear section of the
Parks;
treasurer,
Rita
Crowell;
Fammatre. drive chairman, said. closed circuit, to students at
present structure).
representative, Carol Kaufman,
The Red Cross will furnish cofThe building will contain classand
School
High
San
Jose
James
Watson.
Thompson,
James
fee and doughnuts to donors
rooms, faculty offices. 40 practice
School.
High
Junior
Roosevelt
Sophomore
Class.
President,
throughout the day.
The Arab-Ainerican
The program will be presented
Edward Burke; vice president, rooms and storage for instruments
A $1500 plaque is awarded the
Assn. is organizing a clothing col,! Charles Watkins; secretary. Jud *: and uniforms.
this
repeated
a.m,
and
at
10:30
California college or university
Contracts awarded were: generlection for Middle East refugees. Johnson, Nancy Bryant; treasurer’,
with the best blood education pro- afternoon at 1:30.
al work. E. A. Ilathaway, San
,
associate
C.
Gale,
Dr.
Frank
Patricia
Dunn
Ross;
representsClothing, blankets, shoes, and
gram for the year. State has won
Jose. $364.500; electrical work,
science
and
biology
of
professor
tine,
Dyan
DeBenedettf,
Pat
the plaque for the past several
other items will be collected today
Roy M. Butcher. San Jose. $38.432;
education, will conduct the demHaves.
years.
and Monday through Friday next
combined mechanical work, Pacific
setting
the
discussing
onstration,
Freshman elflas, President,
If State meets the 200 pint
week at a booth in the Library Ralph Johnson; vice president, Plumbing & Heatin. Stockton.
quota, a hi I credit hank Is lip and maintaining of a fresh waQuad. About 15 members of the Suzanne Barton; secretary. Ber- $106,900.
created tor the Iltil. of students ter aquarium.
The telecasts, berm Nov. 19, association will man the ’booth niece Mangseth; treasurer, Carol
and their families.
High in shifts from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Lawson, Bill Rude; representaThe Selah l’ereira drive is are directed to San Jose
Junior High
Collected clothing will be sent tive, Sherill Areemont, Michael
named for a prominent San Jose and Roosevelt
they are the to the American Middle East Re- Atwell, Robert Benitez, Richard
humanitarian who died several Schools because
present with lief Assn. in New York, according Estill, Judy Frantz, Judith Ann
Chi int;;;,1, 1,11 ’Ii’ .;11,1 .; lwt luck
years ago. Selah Pereira’s need for only schools at
connection.
to Faleh Sayid-Hatim, chairman Langen.
dinner will highlight the annual
blood during his critical period direct cable
of
have
included
programs
the
Past
project.
Sophomore
Justices. Male, women’s P.E. Christmas party
sparked a large community re.
so.m.:e. Although Pereira died, the demonstrations on wrestling, a Clothing will he sent through George Ballantyne; Female, Doni when physical education majors,
probteen-age
this agency to refugees being shel- Holden, Linda J. Howe.
panel discussion on
minors, and faculty meet tonight
lems, and a program on car buy- tered in Tunisia and Morocco, SaySenior Representative. Roger at 6 in WG22.
id -Hat im said.
ing.
Johnson. William Gilbreth.
All students and faculty in the
department are ins ited, according
to Sally McBride and Mary Ruby,
co-cllairmen for the event.
Dislike of authority, concern
with thing conditions, and feel U.N. TELLS REDS TO LEAVE HUNGARY
ings of inferiority characterized
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. I UPI1The General Assembly yest..
trio CaliTito atuuril dinncr
Build your roomie’s
the lower-class patients.
im
fornia State Employees Man, will day voted 54 to 10 over Soviet objections to reinforce its repeated ca.
ego by giving him a
In contrast, middle-class pa- be held at 6:30 tonight at Mary upon Russia to withdraw its troops from Hungary and permit ft.
elections there. It was the fourth straight year the United Nati...
II
brand new Gant short
tients had fewer stresses brought Ann Gardens, 901 Lincoln Ave.
Entertainment for the evening voiced its displeasure concerning the brutal suppression of the 1!:
!eeve button down
on by environmental conditions.
Hungarian
freedom
revolt
by
Soviet
tanks
and
troops.
will be provided by CSEA memoxford cloth pullover
Their problems were more often bers, said Ed C. Glover, professor
MILLION INDIANS GREET IKE
Christmas.
concerned with "making some- of engineering and chapter presiNEW DELHI (UPIIA river of humanity eight miles long sun....
I shirt for
ou know the joy
thing of themselves," achieving dent. Newcomers in each division around President Eisenhower on his arrival in Red -threatened Ind
yesterday and acclaimed him with a cheering. flovver-strewn v.:elcon
s really in the
"what Mother always hoped I’d will be welcomed..
Dr. James Brown, head of the rarely emialled in history. More than a million shoving, cheent
be," and moving into a higher
giving ... and if
Division of Graduate Studies, will Indians hailed Eisenhower as a messenger of peace on the fifth
class structure.
you’re joyful
III
Jandron, in his summnry, he emcee. Music will he provided longest slop of his 11 -nation tour. Radio broadcasts raffled to eve
enough, he may
granted, as did the authors, that by James Anderson, head of met- corner of the vast country his pledge to work with India on "our cop
give one to you
the study could not be considered allurgical and chemical engineer- mon quest of peace."
ALUMINUM, LABOR OPEN TALKS
"select" because of the small num- ing. Dr. Peter Zidnak, associate
too. In 4 select
CHICAGO UPI) ---The United Steelworkers (USW) opened brass
ber of patients studied. Also there professor of business, will give a
colors with all
was no control group posifible. talk and Las Campesinas Girls will tacks contract talks with the aluminum industry yesterday and negothe Ivy details
tiators said in a joint statement they were "hopeful for an early settleHowever, he felt that the hook do the La Bamba.
Just 5.95.
Representatives from the state ment." The USW, armed with new three-year pacts covering 45,000
was "a step in the right direction"
In attempting to fathom some of CSEA office will be guests at the workers in the can industry, sought to fashion contracts with five
the problem factors in mental dinner. About 150 CSEA members aluminum companies covering more than 30,000 workers across the
ROOS
nation.
illness,
are expected to attend.
lh

11,1

%\

San Jose State students
will have a voice in selecting
song and yell leaders for the
first time next month following Student Council passage of a recommendation
yesterday.

Justice Terms
ASB Election
’Pretty Sick’

Police Clear
Sex Suspect

Blood Drive Sets
200 Pint Quota

Music Addition
Bids Awarded

SJS Sends

Refugee Clothing
To Be Collected

P.E. Club Slates
Christmas Party

Strata -Mental Link Told CSEA To Hold
liv
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Lunts Present Shocking
’Visit’ in San Francisco
TAYLOR

LITTLE, MAN ON. CAM PUS

Spartan 17- and the Late
All the excitement in Student Court first of 14 cases. In those first hearings four
organizations pleaded guilty and asked
Tuesday did our old hearts good.
Spartan Y’s refusal to take the adver- leniency; two others pleaded not guilty.
Proceedings Tuesday indicate that
tising charge lying downwhich resulted
in four organizations pleading not guilty charges are being made on a sound basis
and in ten other cases being postponedis and that at the same time defendants want
just the shot in the arm the court needs. to use our court system to protect themThe Daily was mildly disturbed two selves rather than give in to it meekly.
J.H.A.
weeks ago when the court went through the

Too Young To Vote
No, this isn’t going to be another of
those "Get Out and Vote, Rah Rah Rah"
editorials.
So elections are today.
So what?
Political science students have learned
from studying municipal government that
even after a student becomes 21, he seldom
votes till he reaches 26 or older.
So how can we expect 18, 19, 20 and 21,

year-olds to vote on campus?
Past voting turnouts on this campus
tend to agree with the political science
theory. Only 909 persons, or less than
seven per cent of the student body, turned
out to vote in the December election lask
year.
.
Pretty poor.
But then, we won’t do better this year,
will we?

Thrust and Parry

Spa2tanaihi
Entered a. neeonil elan.. molter April
24, 11134, at San June, t allfornin under the net of Morel. 3. 10711. Member California !Senn Klinger PublInhera’ Affincielailon. l’islillnhed dolly by
Ammellated Student. of son June
State College, except saturdoy and
Sunday, during college year. subre
scriptiona accepted only OD
In
lionln.
mainder-of-school-year
Vali semester, $41 i Spring acme.ter, $2. Cy4-4414Editorial 1:i. 21%

Reader Wants J.N.
To Don Pink Tights
EDITOR; After reading Jerry
Nachman’s report (which was
really an editorial, wasn’t it. Jerry
old boy?) on Greek Show’s fraternity night, Theta Chi could use a
constructive suggestion to improve
its show.
Why not let the Daily staff
have a minute skit to counteract
the fraternities’ "batch of orang-

JIM ADAMS, Editor
BILL CRAWFORD. Adv. Mgr.
Day Editor, this issue .... Ron Bates
Joanne Osman
News Editor
Paul F. Elders
Copy Editor
Dan Bauer
Photo Editor
Sports Editor....Gregory H. Brown
Pete Walls
Wire Editor
Surely it would be entertaining
Society Editor....Geraldine Garden
Art & Music Ed. ..Phyllis Mackall to see J.N. in pink tights doing an
Reporters: Ronald Bates, Deanne Boom. interpretive toe-dance to "I’m ForSr. Elmer Cot, Darla Grainger, John ever Blowing Bubbles."

Hopkins, Danny Matlow, Ron Miter,
Jerry Redford, Jim Streeter, Robert
Taylor, Melva Vollersen, Carole Warren,
Amelia Webb, Judy White, Doug Williams.
Karen Mack
Office Manager
AdvertisIng Staff: Robert Berryessa, William Crawford, Wilson Creek, James
Gilligan, Stephen Hall, Bruce Kemper,
Lynn Luccheeti, Marcia McClelland,
Karen Mack, Steve Maritaiis, Bill Matsocco, Russell Pecoraro, Robert Polasek,
Dale Pratt, Dave Prickeet, Tom Stewart.
Photo Staff: Bernard Aronstam, Bob
Christman, James K. Lewis, Ed Rapoport, Sash Turner.

WHAT ME WORRY?
ng for Kaufman. Carol
Kau4rnan for Junior Class Representative. Her interest and
accomplishments in student activities makes her well -qualified
to be our representative
d an
This semester she has
Junior Class Secretary and in previous semesters she has been active in
class council.
Don’t you worry! Vote for Carol
Kaufman for Junior Class Rep.!

DICK WEBSTER
ASB 5039

Greek Show Story
’Thorough. Analytical’
EDITOR; In view of the article
and editorial in the Dec. 8 Spartan Daily about the Greek Show, I
feel that something should be said
about the views of Theta Chi, the
sponsoring fraternity.
First, the coverage given by the
Spartan .Daily was the most thorough and analytical of any in recent years. The criticism, in particular, was constructive and well
received by the Greek Show Committee.
We, too, have been waiting for
the Greek Show to come of age.
As a matter of fact, for the last
two years we have been considering moving to Civic Auditorium. We would charge admission and contribute the proceeds
to a needy charity.

W.C.Lean,Jewelers&Silversmiths
55 Years In San Jose

’13/61/

-Met

Every Ring is Forged,
Necer Cart

$100
The Very Best Costs

No More

POOR BUT RESPECTED
He is now a poor but respected
shopkeeper, and the town at first
laughs at her offer.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I 11111
"I can wait," she declares coldly.

This change is not quite so simple as the editors of this paper
would have you believe. In the
first place, it will never be given
serious consideration until both
In the beginning
nights of the Greek Show can
meet the standards set on Friday
WELCOME TO PART It of "The Term Paper
night. Over this we have absoand You." Yesterday, as you may recall, I talked
lutely no control; only the particiat some length on the element of color selection in
pating groups can establish the
choosing a notebook cover for your term paper.
quality of their skits.
Even this change is not as simThis morning I want to take up "Putting Off the Term Paper";
ple as it might seem. The Greek sooner or later you are going to reach this pointwhich will be the
Show is one of the few things in date you have set to actually begin.
which the sororities can competiHowever, you had better set some alternate datesjust In case
tively participate during the year,
something important comes up that must take the place of bewhile to many fraternities it is
ginning the paper. It is amazing how quickly things begin to
merely one of the many events in
crop up just when the time arrives sshich had previously been
a busy season.
Concerning Saturday night’s
efforts to revive some of the
spice of past Greek Shows, it
was necessary to disqualify two
of the acts. Measures are being
taken to assure that this action
will not be necessary in the future.

If the Spartan Daily gives the
same quality of constructive coverage in the future, the caliber of
the show can do nothing but improve.
MICHAEL J. BRADY
CHAIRMAN,
ALL GREEK SHOW

Best Sellers

designated as The Day to Start.

One day I decided I would like to read the New York Thnes all
the way throughand it JUST so happened that it was the same day
I had planned to start the paper.

L

N and JUNG
Since /904

FIRST AND SAN FERNANDO IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

USE OUR DIVIDEND PAYMENT PLAN

The town’s concepts of "good"
and "justice" change as the muniy of raspy -voiced Miss Fontanne seems to offer a solution
to all problems. And the shop
keeper, convincingly played by
Alfred Lunt, realizes the town
is going against him.

Ifis customers, even his wife and
children, buy luxuries on credit-luxuries which can be paid for
only with the reward of his death.
He tries to escape, but ends the
second act vomiting in the street,
admitting, "I’m not going to fight
it anymore..

REAL PURPOSE SHOWN
A bittersweet scene between the
two former lovers during Lunt’s
last night alive brings Miss FonIF YOU ARE anything like me then you will realize that certain tanne’s real purpose further to
pangs of conscience often enter into the picture which spoils every- light.
thing. Although I may go about all sorts of activities to keep me busy,
"My love for you," she whisdeep, deep down I know what a good-for-nothing loafer I am. Much pers, "has become an evil
of the enjoyment of cleaning out your top desk drawer seems to dis- growth. And slowly It reached
appear when you have just finished cleaning it not two hours hence.
out for your Me. Now I have
I spent one entire day trimming a hedge last Thanksgiving
vacation, only to discover that the hedge belonged to the man
next door.
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SALES RENTALS
In San Jose

75 South 2nd Street
CY4-2322

Also Polo Alto Son Fronds%
Oakland on. Berlitley

you. You are mine. Alone. At

1GET A HAIRCUT from a slow barber.
2Eat breakfast a second time.
3Purposely go back to sleep even when you aren’t the least
bit tired.
4Pretend as if you don’t see a "lost" sock; how can you get

dressed if you can’t find a sock?; and if you can’t get dressed it is
impossible to even consider starting any paper.
5Read the newspaper. A person can’t expect to begin his term
paper sinless he reads the newspaper first to see if there have been
any late developments concerning his topic.
6Shine shoes. This is an exceptionally clever way to detain the
actual getting down to work if you know beforehand that you are
completely out of shoe polish.

Here’s
a pointer...
the greatest campus selection of
authentic Red Coach styles is at

ROOS ATKINS

7Look for a book that has been lost for the last two months.
NON-FICTION
8Agree to shop for your next door neighbor, since you are going
Act OneMoss Hart.
Folk MedicineD, C. Jervis.
out for a candy bar anyway.
The Status Seelters--Vance Packard.
9--See some old friends. (I usually have to think awhile before I
This Is My GodHerman Wouk.
can come up with any friends I haven’t seen since yesterday)
I might note that any student friend stIll he positively overThe Elements of StyleWilliam Strunk
Jr. and E. B. Wh;te,
joyed at seeing you if he has Just started hl,, I
work, too; but
For 2c PlainHarry Golden.
do not think for a minute it Is your personality that is wowing
The ArmadaGarrett Mattingly.
him.
How I Turned One Thousand Dollars
Tomorrow I will deal with another facet of ’The Term Paper and
Into a Million in Real EstateWilliam You" if the shoe tree stops jumping out of the shoes and landing in
the waste basket, making the egg beater very angry. I An uncle named
Grouch end
Wiggily told me that good one
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Can’t get
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GET THE BEST OF BOTH:
1. Big car room and comfort...
2. Small car economy and handhnq
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By Popuiar Demand! New for ’80
Smartest Rambler ever.... beautifully new for
’60! Save on price, gas, resale. Room for six
6-footers. Easier entry, exit. Easier to park. At
your Rambler denler’m now 6 or V-Fli
SEE THE NEW STANDARD OF BASIC EXCELLENCE

SEE
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I get particularly industrious, when It comes time to buckle down
doing all sorts of other little jobs thatup until thenhad been very
unsavory and which I had been putting off for years.
In case you are interested in my personal methods of putting off
doing term papers, I have managed to have this list published (which
is very suitable for framing).

(Compiled by Publishers Weekly)
FICTION
Advise and Consent Allen Druy.
The Ugly AmericanWilliam J. Lederer and Eugene L. Burdick.
ExodusLoon M. Uris.
Dear end Glorious PhysicianTaylor
C
Poor No MoreRobert Rued,.
This Darkness and the DawnThomas
Cstain,
The War LoverJohn Hersey.
The Devil’s Advocefe--Morris West,
HawaiiJames Michener,

a

Re -Elect

LVAN
eweteri

Friedrich Duerrenmatt’s tragl-comedy shows the moral decaying of a destitute German
town which has a billion marks
dangled in front of Its nose on
one conditionthat it kill one
of its own members.
And it does.

forever,

gli11
Tuhset ainudaielincle:stahtustit%ed
as tha
town pronounced the
ineillabie
by a silent group
of
bathed in green men in ii seen1
light. The 0
ly
sound front the stage
as he
p:.toeillulxiernidicitnisgoftohdfeetaigitsshm.stli:ouattilill,ytIni3%;ela:ekelfin’,

:conflict between
and "justice" throughout thetaut
pi
duction.
VeLL.THI6 COLLEGE 16 KNOWN FOR ir* VERY FRIENDLY,
Lynn Fontanne portrays Claire
HELPFUL. FACUL:Tv,0’
Zachanassian, a wealthy, bitter,
former prostitute who seeks re11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 venge on the man who seduced her
years before.
t

Want
OUT
on big
car costs?
Rings as
beautiful as
the purpose for
which they were
made ...To be worn
with love.

Ian and

By ROBERT

It is regrettable that the first
serious dramatic effort by Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne may he
their last. For "The Visit," which
began a three-week run at the
Curran Theater in San Francisco
Monday night, is reported to be
their final play before retirement.
-The Visit" opened to a small
audience that was generally shocked, often amused, and sometimes
bewildered.
"The Visit" is not a pretty play.
Its greatness as a work of art
lies in its ugliness.
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Dr. Tansey Answers Dean Burton

architectural history taantina.
The fact is that Dean Burton there is good reason for tLem to
Bons.
seems to think a "functional" buil- feel this Way. After all, look ut
It is true he did not calculate ’ ding without the
the nen buildings. THEY got!
-aesthetics"
the stresses and.direct the pouring Is just naturally a
II it is indeed state policy with
classroom buildof the concrete of the art build- ing. If you add the "aesthetics" to respect to this college to load its
ing; but there were times when the building by "enhancing it at campus with human warehouses
he, I. and others, watching sadly modest expense to the public
with and to rebuke feeble faculty proas the latter process immortalized your own artistic creations"
then, test with the cry of "ingrates!"
architectural error, resisted the It would appear, you have an art then state policy ought to be retemptation to yell "stop!" Dean building. This advice has been
tak- vised.
Burton seems very sure that be- en note of In the Art Building.
There is much more to this precause a man dues nut participate But it is my impression that the
in the making of a structure he Art Department personnel, hail sent debate than an argument
about taste. It brings up MCP
in ve- has no right to criticize its
per- they in fact designed the building, again the second-class citizenship
Enntott: Dean Burton,
to Dr. de la formance. He also seems convinced
replying
would have looked out first for the of the state colleges in California
hemently
on the archi- that no architecture emanating
"function" and let the "aesthetics" higher education. The recent arCroix’ observations
of the new Art from that city in the north could take
quality
care of itself.
tectural
chitecture of this campus is sadly
the
with
reacted
has
possibly
be
bad architecture.
Building,
It is not the look of the build- symbolic of our low status in this
a
of
accused
man
a
Dean
Burton sometimes holds ing that Dr. de la
passion of
Croix objected system. The University of Californot commit. Never- the art department responsible for
crime he did
to primarily; it was the fact that nia gets pretty much what kind of
campus
the
done
has
the
art
building; at other times
theless, he
the goes - he seems to reproach them for be- the building does not really per- buildings it wants; and so do many
senice in presenting
form as an art building, but as
junior colleges, anti at least a few
thus ing dissatisfied with
in
and
review;
public
what they place to store equipment and con-a - -strange to relate! of the state
to fur
right to got- with their own work, that
academic
HIS
is.
asserting
has, I The art department was indeed tain students. The building might colleges. What is one to say of the
free expression of opinion
de la Croix’ consulted on space specifications function as an emergency hospital, new "dormitories" going up on
Dr.
asserted
’sesame,
a convention motel, a warehouse, this campus! I have been told that
it may be, the and equipment, but supplying such
right, my own, and,
etc. Any one of a number of uses the diplomatic thing is to say "no
favorable
critics
other
specifications is not the same could be served, and we
right of
would not comment!"
thing as DESIGNING the building. need the modestly
and unfavorable.
expensive "aesThe argutnent that we cannot
disqualify
On the other hand, the archi- thetics" even if they were thrown have good architecture here
Dean Burton would
bear- tect who designs a building should in cheap.
ir de is Croix as a critic of
eatew it is too expensive is not
chitecture on the grounds that he be thoroughly acquainted beforeWhat principally ignited Dean
convincing. There is reason to
academician," hand with the kind of building he
is an "ivory towered
Burton was, I think, Dr. de la
believe that we mut have better
,sound reason these days for dis- is supposed to design, in this case Croix’ epithet "architectural stuquality for much less money.
qualifying any critic in any field. an art building. We have reason pidity." %Vhat
The whole question of the cost
"arehltectural
pr. de la Croix teaches a course to believe that the architect in stupidity?" Architeetural stupidas nen as the design of thew
architecture; this case had never designed an
litre in the history of
ity is coutannitted, first of all, buildings merits serious investihe received his doctor’s degree in art building before, and was un- when a building commissioned
gation. The art building cost
that subject at Berkeley; and I aware of designs recently built in for one use turns stilt not to have
close to $2 million.
lieve it was in his capacity as the state.
that Ilse, hut some other one unI know of few more telling arhistorian of architecture that he
We did NOT get an art buildrelated to It, and, indeed, not at guments for a separate board for
answered quite frankly--and in ing. We got a chissr ))))) buildonce determinable. (Architectur- the state colleges and greater auy opinion with entire justice
ing. Dean Burton seems to ayal stupidity can also he mani- tonomy for each of them than the
question the Spartan Daily put ettlie till’ Art Department of defested, perhaps less glaringly, in inefficient, graceless and costly
o
signing a classroom building.
faculty structure, unimaginative buildings set up this last decade
But I do not find the personnel
planning and Impoverished de- on this campus. They bespeak our
Practicing architects have been
of that department, either indisign.)
helplessness before the triumvirtrilling to believe that Dr. de la
vidually or collectively. wining
Now, what are we to say about ate of Board of Education, State
Croix knows something about
to accept the guilt. One way or a building which may never really Division of Architecture, and the
architectUre, especially those
the other, they seem to feel they have been intended for anything Department of Finance tall of
idiom he has helped prepare in
had little to do with the matter. else but a classroom building even them staffed,
it would appear,
private seminars for their state
though advertised and labelled an with architectural amateurs).
art building? Such a building
It appears to me that they show
would be the consequence not of very little regard for the educaWhere Servings Are Large
stupidity, but of policy.
tional diversity of function proper
One cannot help feeling that to a college, so little that in conAnd Prices Are Righf
Dean Burton is revealing the PO- sequence they care nothing at all
LICY that decided the present de- for the architectural diversity of
sign when he says that a good fnction that must naturally exclassroom building "seems to be press it. I think there is some
the most defensible aim of the reason to infer from this that these
State Division of Architecture and new buildings are really meant to
the Department of Finance in he multi-purposed and convertible,
spending public funds in an era of which means they will be as charknown difficulty in State financ- acterless as possible, in preparaHours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
545 S. 2nd. St.
ing." And he goes on to say that
Dr. de la Croix, were he more
mindful of what state buildings
cost him by way of taxes, would
be less critical of them as architecture!)
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ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
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Everything
Goes!
, Ivy League Sport Shirts $195
Req. S3.95
Better shirts also reduced

IVY SLACKS

$675

Bett,, slacks also reduced

Blazers and Sport Coats
Req. $29.50
letter sports

coats also reduced $197

Thus Dean Burton inadvertently, as I believe, confesses that
It is the exigency and convenience of state policy, and not
the mere n hints of an interested
and hopeful Notify, that decide
the kinds of buildings this campus gets. Perhaps this should not
surprise us.
Perhaps also we should not be
,irprised at the subterfuges reted to by state policy to con-1
ince us that we are well off when
We know better: a show of faculty participation is made, with the
right of faculty decision withheld
where it counts.
Then, on the basis of the show
of participation, the faculty is declared responsible--"it’s your own
fault if you did not get what you
wanted." Or, "you got a building.
n’t you? What more did you
.int?" The faculty is told not to
complain about the design, and is
then promised that all equipment
will be added unto it. Those who
,impltin become the usual dissi:
.,tits, enemies of the stale, of ed,tion and of the taxpayers. One
made to feel ungrateful.
Dean Burton chides the Art
Department in pointing out that
many other departments on
campus feel that the artists "never had it so good." I should nay

Merry
Christmas

..itrii
’’St.alfieal
bar to the ones which derahlteli
the library’s stairwell last year,
will be put in place Tuesday, according to Miss Anna Ballarian,
associate professor of art.
Twenty students in Miss BallarIan’s Design 12A classes brew’ the

sPN’eral week". ago The design will cover altno,t the entire
stairwell.
Stained glass decorations also
, have been made for the front door
of the Art Building, and currently
are on display there

a
christmas
gift from
mosher’s
... of course

Feat-ring:

Christmas Cards
Catching on With
British Cousins
(By United Press International)
The traditionalists fight the
trend, but there is a bigger demand for Christmas cards in Britain this year than ever before.
Many British of the old school
have denounced Christmas cards
with cries of "too commercial" and
"we’re becoming Americanized,"
according to UPI.
But the spirit of Christmas card
sending is catching on rapidly. The
American influence on greeting
cards is becoming more noticeable.
There is an agreement between
British and American firms to use
U.S. designs in Britain.
The trade believes the explanation for the rapid Inerease is
prosperity. As people become
more prosperous, they become
more social.
The average British card costs
about 10 cents. Best seller’s include
those with pictures of Big Ben
and Westminster.

BLOUSES
from 4.95
SKIRTS
from 11.95
SWEATERS
from 11.95
TAPERED PANTS
from 6.95
BELTS
from 2.50

open tonight

mosher’s for men
and women
50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Versatile Christmas Gifts for Everyone at
Low, Low Prices
Hark, the intellectual student sings,
Books make wonderful Christmas giving things.
They’re as versatile as anything can be,
There is the bible, best sellers, and dictionary.

So, come to Spartan Book and you will see
Gifts of complete versatility.

IVY SUITS

While in the store see those beautiful giant size prints
at those ridiculous low prices!

Better suits also reduced

on
box
very
.95

Library Gets ’Stained Glass

And for you people of the slide rule set,
Books as technical as you want to get.

5

Req. 949.50

Is

tion for an amalgamated "general ’
curriculum mat a largely riratifferentlated st.iderit mass. 11 this
should be the case, then our only
hope is a favorable decision from
the Master Plan Survey that could
reverse a deplorable trend.
One more thing. I cannot believe that thoughtful men In au thorny in a democratic rduca
Banat ilystem are afraid of a
Contest of honest opinions on
In atters n here opinions are
bound to differ, and perhaps
make a difference. Nor that they
are afraid that debate will endanger policy that is not y ulnerable to debate.
The soul of the democratic process is the free exchange and criticism of opinion. Prohibition cat
such exchange in the interest of
policy renders policy dubious.
Throughout the next year the
whole state will be debating a policy of long-standing. Is it unreasonable to think of the present
little discussion as a vital part of
the bigger one?
RICIIARD
TANSEY
PROFESSOR OF ART

Thursday, December 10. 1950

PIN LARY N.C;rit
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

quirr,5hop
Traditionally Yours"
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

XMAS CARDS
GALORE
alto
EXCHANGE GIFTS
50e to $1.00

The Beta Kappa
277 E. San Fernando

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Purrrrrty Kitty
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Don’t Talk to Wife ’
For Happy Marriage

7

TOKYO UPI
Ati American
sociologist suggests the best way
to get along with your wife is to
not talk to her very much.
Dr. Ezra F. Vogel, 29, of Cambridge. Mass., also implies a lot
of friction can be avoided if husbands get home later, go to bed
earlier and spend weekends with
the boys from the office.
To get the good doctor off the
hook, he does nut necessarily advocate the above as the right approach to marriage. The suggestions, however, are firmly based on
Vogel’s impressions of the sociological differences between Japanese and American marriages.
The *sociologist, a research fellow from Harvard University,
has been interviewing middle
class Japanese families for the
past year. He found that Japanese marriages in general have
less room for confikt than Anterican.
According to Vogel, "In America, husbands and wives discuss every conceivable subject, so, naturally, they have sharp disagreements from time to time. In Japan.
husbands and wives have fewer
discussions and as a result there
are fewer conflicts."
Vogel added: "In America, husbands and wives do the shopping.
cooking and cleaning together,
This leads to misunderstandings
over who did what, or forgot to
do it."
But in Japan, the woman runs
the home and she seldom hats to
discuss I ttttt sehold
operations
with her husband,
According to the sociologist, the ;
middle class Japanese male usual.
ly straggles home later than the ’
American husband and goes to bed
earlier. This cuts down on discus-

CYCLES
LPAULS
discriminate
For
cc rift

England’s :’,/leed [Weigh and
Juana 8 & 10 speed ionrin and
raring tine!...
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766

sem time. Less discussion, less
conflict.
Another source of possible friction is avoided by Japanese in their
reaction to a "bad day." Americans tend to take it out on their
spouse. The Japanese shower abuse
on their in-laws.
But the little woman doesn’t
seem to care. One of Vogers main
observations is that the Japanese
wife tias no desire to break away
from her traditional, seemingly
"old-fashioned" marriage.
The ,Japanese wife, Vogel
found, is happy staying home,
taking care of the children,
working with the PTA or talking with the neighbors.
Vogel, who is married to an
American and has a three-year-old
son, doesn’t think Japanese couples are any happier than Americans. He believes Americans have
a much closer, more confidential
relationship.
It’s only that this togetherness
sometimes fosters a desire for
apart IICSA,

Door Contest
Entries Due

Social fraternities planning to
enter the Delta Sigma Phi annual
Christmas Door Decoration contest must turn in their application
blanks before 4:30 p.m. today,
Fred Gould, contest awards chairman, said.
The contest is limited to esterior door decorations only. The
porch area also may be decorated.
according to Gould. Fraternities
are limited to a $25 decoration expense.
Judging will 111. based on rig!.
minty, adherence to the Christmas theme, workmanship and
artistic value.
Judges will be selected from the
SJS faculty and community.
Judging will take place Dec. 15.
while the formal presentation of
the award will be Dec. 17.

TRA-LA-LA!
I’m on my way to
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e
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Wall

For delicious HorneCooked Food in an atmosphere of congeniality and comfortYou can’t
beat Ed’s Hole in the Wall! Complete Dinners
from $1.45.

1610 L Santa Clara

Open daily ’CI 10 p.m.

get off
your
pr d, dad...

CAT LOOKThis gay young hair style, a Nosrcion of the Parisian
"cat look,- is reminiscent of a fluffy Persian kitten. It is fluffy and
flattering, and can be worn for a soft casual look. A few SJS
coeds have been sporting similar hair styles. This style also can be
worn for dignified, mysterious look for evening dress. The coiffure
is achieved by setting hair on large clips and rollers.

Love in Bloom
’INNINGS

MARGIE HOPFER passed the traditional candle decorated with
Christmas ornaments at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house to announce
her pinning to DON BELL from Stanford. Don is a member of
Sigma Chi,
CHRIS BACKMAN, junior education* major from Cupertino, .recently announced her pinning to DAVE PHILLIPS, from Palo Alto.
Dave, a junior police major, is the first member of the military fraternity Pershing Rifles to become pinned.
MARLENE ROWETT, who reigned as queen of the Santa Clara
County Fair this fall, surprised her Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters
recently by announcing her being pinned to DONN SIPES. Donn, a
senior industrial relations major, and Marlene were serenaded last
Monday evening by Phi Sigma Kappa men.
Candy was passed at the Sigma Kappa house to announce the
pinning of JIM MART, senior political science major, to MAUREEN
HOULIHAN. Maureen, formerly of Chicago, is a junior secretarial
major.
SJS student BOB FOSTER recently gave his Sigma Alpha Epsilon
pin to NANCEY CRANDALL, Kappa Alpha Theta member.

ENGAGEMENTS

GAYLE RIESEsE recently announced her engagement to Santa
Clara University student JERRY SODERBERG by passing her ring
on the traditional white candle at the Gamma Phi Beta house. Gayle
is a senior elementary education major from Concord. Her fiance,
from Eureka, is a senior majoring in economics and finance. A June
wedding is planned.
FRANCA MOCEO, a senior majoring in business education, surprised her Sigma Kappa sorority sisters by announcing her engagement
to JACK GIIIIELMETTI, a senior psychology major. Iler fiance is a
Sigma Alpha Epsilon member. The wedding is tentatively set for July.
The engagement of DEANNE DOERR to JACK SIDLOW. an SJS
graduate, was announced at the Gamma Phi Beta sorority house recent ly. Deanne is a senior kindergarten-primary education major. Her
fiance is employed by the City Health Department.
A box of chocolates passed at the Phi Mu house was used to announce the engagement of COLLEEN 3IILLARD, senior education
major: to PAUL JEWITT. Paul, an SJS graduate, is an Alpha Tau
Omega graduate. A summer wedding has been planned.
Wedding plans are being made for Phi Mu member SUSAN ARMANINO and Theta Xi member JIM BERTRAND who is a University
of California at Davis graduate. Susan is a 1959 graduate.

Historians Trace Origin of Feast
fore the white man landed on
these shores.
thee Indians %ere feu:4comOeur, present domestic turkeys
ing on turkey when the Spanirom wild American ancesrontitti,,tatIore. imatieti tors which first were taken to Eu’ Mexico in the I 7th i century. rope by invading forces, then reaccording to 1 111. Some his- introduced by early New England
(By United Press International)

SOHOHITILS
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The A Chi 0 pledges were successful in capturing the actives
this week for their sneak.
On the sororitys’ activities calendar are: a Wessel party held by
Mrs. Kay, pledge adviser, on Sunday, and a Christmas caroling exchange with Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity on Monday. Also included: the annual Mother and Daughter Christmas party held at the
house Tuestay, and a party for
under-privileged children co-sponsored by Sigma Nu and Alpha Chi
Omega, to be held Wednesday.
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
The ladies at CWC have been
busy working on their door decoration entry. Christmas dinner will
be held Sunday at the house. After
dinner, the coeds will sing carols.
DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gammas and the men
of Delta Sigma Phi will be sponsoring a Christmas party for the
blind children of San Jose. The
event is in conjunction with the
DG philanthropy project, Sight
Conservation and Aid to the Blind.
The party is slated for this Sunday.
Wednesday night the DGs will
hold their annual Christmas party.
DELTA ZETA
Tomorrow night the DZs and
their dates will have a tree decorating party from 8 to 12.
Food, entertainment and dancing are seheduled for the event,
whiell Will be held at the house.
Monday, after meeting, the
ladhs surprised Linda Wayne
with a bridal shower.
Saturday the Delta Zeta pledges will hold a car wash at the
house, 201 S. 11th St., from 111
a.m. to 4 p.m. Price is $1, sports
cars 73 cents.
Saturday, the ’pledges woke the
actives at 5 a.m., served them coffee and doughnuts, and furnished
entertainment for their pledge
sneak. The ladies also are giving
Christmas gifts for the patients at
Agnews State Hospital next week.
Several unsuccessful attempts
already have been made to "borrow" the new Greek Show trophy.
GAMMA Pill BETA
Sunday the annual Mother-Daughter Christmas Banquet will be
held at the Gamma Phi Beta
house from 2 to 4 p.m.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The Kappa Alpha Theta soroi
ity women and the Sigma Atoll:, ,
Epsilon men will join on Sundayl
for their annual Christmas Party’
for underprivileged children.
New pledges are Barbara Brown
and Judy Boman.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The ladies of Kappa Kappa
Gamma are joining with the broth era of Theta Chi to give their an nual Christmas party for Lind,
privileged chilrden. The party v.
be held at the Theta Chi house
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow.
Yesterday the groups met to wrap
presents for the party.
Tuesday, the Kappa Mother’s
Club met at the house for a luncheon meeting with their daughters.
Vicki Greenlee has been selected Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight
Girl last weekend at a dance held
at the Clairmont Hotel, Oakland.
1’111 NW
’s. As pledges are Gloria Reffa,

GO GREYHOUND
No, there’s no Greyhound
Scenicruiser* Service to
outer spaceyet. But it
you’re rocketing home for
the holidays, there’s no
better way to go! It costs
less than driving your own
jalopy, too. With this exch.,
sive Greyhound Service,
you get morepay less.
Get in orbit...goGreyhound

GOOD FOOD

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!
It’s

such

BUCKET

BUY
COMPARE THESE LOW.
LOW FARES:
1.0s Angeles (round
trip
$13.27
Jake Tahoe, State Line
(round trip)
$10.80
Las Vegas (round
trim
11129.05
’Phis Ti.

--EXPERT
Francois Huber. a Swiss naturalist born in 1750, was one of the
world’s greatest authorities on
bees. He was the first to discover
how they mated, how queen bees
were raised and how bees lived
their lives. Huber was totally blind.
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(for out-of-this -world savings!)

FRATERNITIES
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Tomorrow evening the Delta
Sigs will hold another function in
the Carnation Girl contest. A
dance, held at Havenly Foods, will
be attended by the 12 candidates
from each of the sororities.
Today the DSP men and the
Sigma Kappa ladies will present
Christmas gifts to children from
the San Jose Day Nursery.
Three members selected as
"Who’s Who in American Colleges
and Universities" are Ron Conklin,
Bob Gifford and Ross Phelps.
Next Wednesday the men will
join with Alpha Chi Omega ladies
for an exchange.
DELTA UPSILON
Saturday night will be the time
for the annual Christmas party.
Chairman for the event is Gary
Short, who will be assisted by fellow pledge brothers.
’An exchange with the ladies
of Alpha Phi will he held tonight at the Alpha Phi house.
After dinner the brothers plan
to help the sorority with their
holiday decorations.
Next week the brothers and the
ladies of Gamma Phi Beta will
hold their annual Christmas party
for underprivileged children.

LAMBDAThe n (’III ALlll
w I.uinthcl5
Chi
Tach000hmiuengsierne,gnexoon:t.eoantls:Ail:ntiehlinscrti.tie;, meeit :

IDEAL GIFT
FOR THE STUDENT

torians stay ( olunilms took settlers.
American turkeys
Central
back to Spain to pro! lie had SWISS BEE

touched foreign soil.
Others say Captain Hernando
Cortez. in his conquest of Mexico, was the first white man to
taste turkey mest, although he
thought it was p,acock. American
Indians also ate turkey long be.

Mary Ellen Martin and Judy
Miller.
The ladies of Phi Mu attended
a Christmas party given by the
Palo Alto al tttttt 111C group Wednesday evening.
SIGMA KAPPA
An after lock -out Christmas
party will be held Tuesday. Gifts
will be exchanged and refreshments served.
Wednesday the Sigma Kappa ladies and the men of Pi Kappa
Alpha will have a caroling exchange. The transportation will be
by the PiKA fire engine. A social
hour will follow at the SK house.
The Big-Little Sister pajama ,party is scheduled for Thursday at
the house.

M.A.FLIAZ III

OPERATES ON 4 FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

9995

WEIGHS ONLY
5 POUNDS
por trip e
as your
camera

At last, A highfidtlity tape recorder
anywhere, plays everywhere Truly
in every sense of the word, this
compact tape recorder operates
Or Out.., on 4 standard flashlight hi".
Use it in the office. at home or in ft,"
on trips anywhere. Your Phonotrix hrIvi
is always ready to record and play back
or music. Up to 90 minutes recording te-e
on one dual track tape. Precision trarfr
in West Germany, PhonciTrix Mark ID rs the
ideal instrument for anyone who travels.
business executives, salesmen, students rd
ser Pce,nen Wondeo.:i. t -.e, for lar,.1/ .".
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’ 29 Bouts Tonight

Tournament
Mat
SJS
!Action Packed Tourney Draws Top Grapplers
To Enter Semis at 7:30

CALIFORNIA’S BASKETBALL TROUPE grabbed its 18th
straight win Tuesday night In running over USF’s Dons, 65-40.
What was even more remarkable than the fact that this was the
by Cal, was that all 15 of coach Pete Newell’s cagworst USF defeat
es saw action.
Newell will have experienced ball handlers every year at this
front -liners he has, he can throw in his
rate. Because of the splendid
inexperienced crew for seasoning in the second half and then ... bloo100 per cent improved.
ey! The next year they are

San Jte..e State College sarsity ssrertlerr vs ill lie lio-t

several outstanding mat squads in Saturday’s third annual San Jose State College Open Wrestling Tournament.
Ilugh Mumby, Span:ill mat mentor, has a squad of 19
men lined up for an all -mil effort for the team title. Top
men for the Spartans include Fred Rupprecht. Iteasyweight; Paul flodgins. 191 lbs.: Jay W illiams. 157 III -

to

sive second round TKO over PKA TKO. Swenson came out of the
Joe Goodrich.
ring smiling like it was a big joke,
Yancey, the tall slender gladia- but he had been hurt.
tor showed much ring know-how
Steve Harts of PSK displayed
as he literally beat the much larg- good
CONSIDERED BY SOME as a much more impressive feat basketcounterponching and aler Goodrich with quick lefts and
18 straight wins, some of the Cal alumni
most decked the always pursu- and Bernie Slate at 177 lbs.
ball-wise than their teams’
- --a hard right. His punches all
and set a new world’s marathon record. Two of the
ing, but not always knowing
got together
precht, }Ridging and Williams reseemed to find their mark and where
boarding groups on campus played a continuous game of basketball for
to, Chuck Dunbar of SAE. cently won Pacific Association A- I
ringside observers agreed that his
45 straight hours, breaking the old mark of 42 set by two teams from
Dunbar’s ’,melees were wild and
AU Novice championships. Slate is
poise and ability will make him a
washington
In the fraternity division, Delta favorite for the heavyweight ineffective while Davits eombin- a former Pacific Coast Intercolestablished
a
new
they
scoring
We,
record
ed
a
nifty
one-two
’for
one
combination legiate finalist.
in doing
Sigma Phl notched three victories crown.
to deck Dunbar in the third
isme of 6671 points. The final score read 3196-3158. Thirty-six
to take the lead in the heated comSan
Treasure Island Navy,
In the 190 lb. division, Pete
by
a
donates’
local
firm
were
to
150 E. SANTA CLARA
round
keep
and
gain
a
decision
In the Francisco State, Cal, Stanford
springs In the
gallons of beer
petition for the greek trophy.
Bricker, ATO, was awarded a
icipants.
165
lb.
class.
CYpress 2-7726
legs the part
The fans reacted almost imme- TKO in the first round tater his
Modesto Junior College, Santa Cladiately to the fighters’ charges. simply outclassed opponent Bill
Tom Harrison of DSP and Jeire ra and the San Francisco Olympic
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wallace of Sigma No clashed in Club will furnish the competition
EDDIE ERDELATZ is still biding his time waiting for "the right" Yesterday’s matches started at 145 Campbell of Sigma Chi.
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
coaching job to come along. Eddie has already received six offers and lbs. and concluded with Theta
Tony Summers of DSP had to the 155 lb. match that heard con- for the Spartans.
has turned all of them down. Erdelatz is still non-committal on whe- C’hi’s Paul Yancey’s most irnpres- fight off the football tactics of stant applause from the packed
The Winged-O, loaded with sevARMOUR
STAR
the pros or the college ranks. One of his
ther he wants to coach in
Willie Steinkamp of Phi Sigma house. Harrison’s barrage of blows eral former national champions.
Chargers, the new AFL pro football entry.
Kappa and was awarded a TKO in and Wallace’s game returns pro- along with the Bears are figured
offers came from the L.A.
the second round by referee Dairel vided one of the best bouts of the by Coach Mumby to be the toughALTHOUGH THE LOS ANGELES RAMS have had a dismal
Dukes. Summers shut a quick right day.
est of the lot. The Olympians are Armour
Star-21s. Ti -1 S
are paeking the fans in. The Rams need only
to Steinkamp’s jaw within five seRon Casselli received credit for paced by Frank Rosenmayer, AAU
99 season, they still
the 1,000,000 mark agatin. should their
hit
will
they
and
fans
3903
conds after the second round op- a knockdown and was awarded a champ from last year, at 191 lbs.:
eack
game Saturday with the Colts draw ter 58,000, the Rams will
TKO in the third round over SN Jay Holt, 167 lbs.; and Dr. M. A.
ened and the fight was stopped.
have broken their record of last
The Novice Tournament had its Tom Perong.
Northrup at 157 lbs.
MIAMI BEA(II, Fla. (UPI) Lucky Breed-SKINLESS
year.
Baseball men tipped their hats to share of comedy, ably supplied by
In other bouts, Gil Williamson
In last year’s tourney the OlymThe Lincoln National Life
the White Sox today for making Delta Upsilon’s latarry Swenson. He (DSP) decisioned Tom Truax (T pic Club out -scored the Spartans
Insurance Company
BASKETBALL FANS will get a the best deals of the meetings de- came out for the first round before C); Bob Munson (SAE) decisiuned to take first place with the Sparchance to see a former Stanford spite Frank Lane’s angry accusa- Mike Roach could introduce either Bill Jacobsen (PSIO: Bob Weg- tans finishing second.
All -A merican tomorrow night tion that they had "pulled a fast of the fighters and then began to man (ATO) decisioned Al Burdick
A top match is in the =kin),
when George Yardley and the Sy- one" In their latest trade with the limber up with half-hearted exer- (Tel; Dave Bertoli I DU) TKo ov- in the 157 lb. class where Northrup
cises that had the stands in a er Bub Briggs (PKA I ; and in the of the Olympic Club and SJS’s Ja
racuse Nuts come to the Cow Pa- Phillies.
Lane was steaming and he did- belly -roll turmoil.
lace. Elgin Baylor and the Minneindependent division Stan Peters Williams are entered. Northrup is
When the action started, Leon- and Dave Lannon were awarded a former national champion while
apolis Lakers will provide the n’t care who knew it over the deal
PATRONIZE
competition for the balding hoop- in which the White Sox obtained ard Perrone of SAE opened up decisions over Ron Povvluck and Williams is fresh from his Pacific
OUR ADVERTISERS
ster and teammate Adolph Sella- hard-hitting third baseman Gene with a two fisted attack and in Dick White, respectively.
AAU triumph.
Freese from the Phils for rookie the second round was awarded a
yes.
outfielder Johnny Callison.
The burned -up Cleveland general manager said he believed
AL CORRAL
the White Sox were promised
College Agent-San Jose State
Freese before they traded third
basenian-outfielder Btabba Phillips to his club In a seven -man r
COLLEGE MEN
deal last Sunday.
Aro you as ready to step into the
’’l never thought the White Sox 11
business and professional world as
could get Freese," Lane snapped.
Senior Joe McGrath, two ye ,!
you think you are?
If the San Francisco 49ers think "In fact, John Quinn (general ma- veteran, hit for 29 points in thy..
Entering into your new occupation
they have a chew-in this Sunday nager of the Phillies) told me he games to take an early lead in
in the near future will bring on
new. responsibilities . . . and the
against the Green Bay Packers, wouldn’t trade him. I sort of fi- Jose State’s varsity basketball
life
inmatter
of
important
very
Vince Lombardi and his revamped gured they’d get a third baseman, scoring race.
surance protection takes on added
McGrath has hit eight of 23 fiel
Packer squad "have news" for Red but never dreamed it would be
importance. The Lincoln College
someone like Freese. Now they’ve goal attempts (.348) and 13 of
Hickey’s pigskinners.
Plan, designed exclusively for colfree throws to take a slight Ir.:
lege men, is a plan that will fit
The Packers are on a three got one helluva ball club."
you now and can be edjusted to
Even Casey Stengel, whose Yan- over teammate Vic Cori. From
game winning streak after losing
your needs in the future.
five in a row in mid season and kees didn’t complete a single deal forward post, Corl has tanked
You Benefit with These Advantages
are smarting off a 38-20 thumping during the minor and major lea- most buckets with 11, and hit on
of the Los Angeles Rams. The gue meetings, expressed shock ov- six of eight free throw attempts.
Low rate to students
Bob Chapman is the percentage
Green Bay gridders also hold an er the Freese deal.
Flexibilitytailored to pres"I never heard Philadelphia leader hitting 9 buckets in 15 at-:
earlier one-point decision over the
ent and future needs
advertise he was on the mar- tempts for a .600 clip. McGrath’,.
49ers this year.
13 free throws has netted him a
You make no regular
ket," Stengel remarked.
Hickey
still
has
hopes
Coach
deposits until you are out of
"The White Sox came down here .765 per cent total.
share
in
that
the
filers
might
Other top scorers for San Jose
school
needing a left-fielder and a third
the Western Conference cham- baseman," he went on, -and they are Dennis Mark with 17 and Jim
Get complete.information on the
pionship.
left here with both of ’em. First Whelihan 15.
Lincoln College Plan from
SJS’ poor showing can be at triThe Los Angeles Rams would they got Minnie Minos in that
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
have to UP-set the Baltimore seven-man swap with Cleveland bted to its .266 average on I
SJS Campus Agent
Colts this weekend (a near impos- and now they come up with goal attempts. The Spartan.s
CY 7-7368
sibility) and the 49ers would have Freese, who they tell me is anoth- hit only 49 from the field in
attempts.
Revere & Rob Roy . . .
to come through with a victory er Babe Ruth."
over the Packers to deadlock the
Available in many styles and all popular celcr-.
two teams.
All sizes. Shawl Collars . . . Boat Necks .
Bart Starr has won the starting
Cardigans . . . V -Necks. From 11.95.
signal-calling berth for the Packof
aspect
psychological
the
ers
and
MAYFAIR
his fortune has turned him into
1959s Greatest Program
Frrst T
.
Regular Prices one of the best qb’s in the league.
.
Continentals by Harris .
Coach Lombardi has initiated
Frro T
. . .
Co -Feature
change in the Packer
another
in color
Cottons and Cords in
backfield which seemingly has added strength to the late season
all popular colors.
Packer drive. Rookie of the year
Featuring:
been
has
Bowler
candidate Boyd
Featuring the New
the spark in the Green Bay back- Kirk Jurgens
HEAD
Profile ... beltless,
Don
field since he has replaced
also
McIlhenny. The Colorado graduGeorge, Bernard Shaw’s great
Hart
elastic inserts to
ate has caught 30 passes to lead
classic:
Kniessl
to your waist.
adjust
every Packer in this department
and has become Starr’s favorite
Kastle
As advertised in
by Sierra. With official 1960 Winter
target.
Olympic shield. Zelan durable ... waEsquire and Playboy
Clothing:
ter repellent ... wash and wear. MI-.
Kirk D ,ugles - Burt Lancaster
Magazine,.
tyles and colors. Also in waist ler
Sir Lawrence Olivier
Bogner
^
r:
,3^ci collar. From $11
.. One
By DANNY NIATI.OW

In the capacity packed
boxing gym yesterday, 13
men qualified for tonight’s
23rd annual novice setiii-finals matches to be held in
the SJS’s main gym at 7:30.
There will he 29 bouts.

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Hen Turkey 49C

Sox Shrewd;
Lane Angry

79c

BACON

45‘
Corned Beef 455:.

WEINERS

Point Honors
To McGrath;
or Nets 2nd

Packer Squad
Could Repeat
Over 49ers

Gordon’s . . .

411111464.%
ttpr

Sweaters - Coats
Slax - Ivy Shirts

lb
VALLEY FAIR
Fa - CS 1.4511

Sweatersby

Shot, SLATE

kt.

ience

Cope & Mc Phetres
San Jose’s Largest and
Most Complete Ski Shop

"Inn of the Sixth
Happiness"

Slax

Olympic Ski Jackets

"The Devil’s
Disciple"

Week Only...
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"SOME LIKE IT HOT"
’ .-, Tony Curtis
I
Lerernon
"THE FIVE PENNIES"
’rendre Dna

GAY THEATER

ALL IN Colon
’NORTH BY NORTHWEST’
Ewe Marie Saint
Jenne, tulesr,n
PLUS . .
’FIRST MAN IN SPACE’
This showing end; Seturdny

TOWNE THEATER

Coffey Paces
Frosh Victory

. on of th
Poll
few great motion
pictures of
our timo"

kus "HAPPY IS THE BRIDE’

White Stag

Accounts Invited

NO MONEY DOWN
No

Special:
SKI PANTS

Payments until January 1960

STUDENT DISCOUNT
:011.31 Credit

Bankameriz3,

Slalom

WITH ASB CARD

Reg. 19.954 22.50

now $14.95
Boots:
Special Import

"THE GALAXIE"
Inlaid plastic top and bottom with
metal edges
$29.95
$50 value

SpecialSi

Everything for the Student
MEN’S APPAREL

Stoltz
Lackner
Rieker
Henke (Challenger)
6.85

_

Comedy in Merrie Old England
lan Ce,micheel - Terry Thomas Janette Scott - Joyce Greece!
THIS SHOW IS EXTENDED TO SATURDAY

Student

MeggiGermany
Sport AlmAustria
P&MSweden

_preienb...._

tia/PierdeV T

A Merry

Also featuring a
complete line of
Imported Sweaters

John Coffey pushed 30 points
through the hoop to lead the Spartan freshman squad to an overwhelming 80-56 victory against
Hartnett J.C. in Salinas Tuesday.
The Spartabahes took a commanding 40-28 lead at the end of
the first half and with the aid of
Dick Romine and Bill Robertson,
I who also hit the double figures,
I kept the Hartnell team in check
for the remainder of the game.
Next game for the freshman
team is today at 4 against San
Francisro City College at SECC.

CY 7-3060
AreFor Wintf.n, N
INGMAR
BESIMPAI
-

Roffe
White Stag

San Jose
66 West San Antonio
Open Every Night Till Christmas

JEWELRY

KITCHEN APPLIANCES

CAMERAS

Gordon’s Dept. Store
Free Parking in all City Lots
199 S. FIRST ST.
Open Every Night until 9 p.m.

Truman Honored at Top Demo Meet

Faculty Fete
Ticket Sale
Ends Today

by federal

agencies in

the Wash-

Service Commission reports.
Graduating seniors and graduates are being sought fur research

The buffet dinner. featuring ,
ham and turkey, will be served
continuously from 4:15 to ti
p.m. No tickets will bt sold at
the door.

ton, Missouri; Michael H. Prendergast, Missouri;
Senator John Kennedy, Massachusetts; Senator
Hubert Humphrey, Minnesota, and Gov. Edmund G. Brown, California. Plans for 1960 were
top on the agenda.

MEETING IN NEW YORK-At a reception in
his honor, former Pres. Harry S. Truman shakes
hands with seven fop Democratic leaders. From
I.: Carmine G. DeSapio, New York; National
Chairman Paul Butler; Senator Stuart Syming-

The party will also feature a
Christmas tree, a Santa Claus to
visit with the children and carolers who will sing during th.
dinner.
Tickets are available only t faculty members who have alread.,
made their contribution to tit,
Faculty Social Fund.

Missing Keys Overseas Summer Jobs
ase Solved- Available for Students
thousand st lllll Her
Butler OK jobsThree
in Europe are a%ailable
C

Annual Posada
To Visit 4 Homes

1.1,

The "h";"’l
old Spanish processional which
the refuial of a room
to Mary and Joseph in the Nathity story, will be held by the SJS
El Circulo Castellano club tornorrow night,
Four homes will be visited,
Salad, main course dishes and
desert will be served at the first
three houses and a pinata and
dance will be held at the fourth.
Non-members may take part for
!in root.

Applications Out Monda
For Baja California hi II

ington, D.C. area, the U.S. Civil

through today. Donations are $1
for adults or children.

case
to American stude si I s
I the missing typewriter that disthrough the American Stuappeared over a month ago has
been solved and the butler did dent Infornuttion Serb ice.
not do it.
The positions. all paying
It was the news editor, who the standard wage of the
even know she had the type- country in which they are located,
did
didn’t
writer herself. It was discoveredare available in Germany, France,
and not by Scotland Yard -on the England, Belgium, Holland. Luxroll
-away
flip-top
underside of the
embourg, Scandinavia, Austria and
desk.
Ps.
Openings 11111.111de farm work,
Sonic absent-minded party ap-

an

recreates

U.S. Wants
Research
Scientists
Research scientists are needed

Today is the last slay I,.
purchase tickets for the Faculty Christmas Buffet Part)
to be held Sunday in the
main dining room of the
Cafeteria.
Tickets may be purchased
at the Cashier’s Office, Adm263,

I

parently had one typewriter at lashed to one side of the desk,
flipped it over one night and disrovered next morning the typewriter was "gone," when in reality it was snugly bolted not
two feet away.

St. Nick, Sales
Jobs Available

A new typewriter was secured
to the top of the desk- which is
never closed and presto, chango,
abracadabra- the typewriter had
just plain disappeared, to be found
five weeks later as innocent as innocent can be.
Moral: There are two sides to
every roll -away desk top.

Placement office
,.- .11,45 for
two kinds of Christmas jobs.
No. 1: Men to play Santa Claus.
Pay is good, according to Mrs.
Phyllis Headland, counselor.
No. 2: Men and women for immediate Christmas sales jobs.
Interested students may make
appointments to sec Mrs. Headland, Adm234, ext. 234.

Prof To Speak
At History Meet

KEROSENE CLUB

\tin

Dancing Nightly

AL BUCKLEY
QUARTET
THREE CLEFS
Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners $1.50

be

Note: Interviews are held in the Plat"
men* Office, Adm234. Appointment
are put out in advance of the infe,ic,
and students are requested to sign up
early.
TODAY
U.S. Immigration & No ititlo,
Service. L
;ars. an
r -o
min;strati., and p
,
Bnrdor

Dr. George B. Bruntz, professor
of history, social science and education, recently received notificalion that the Federal Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
has decided to include parts of a
dissertation
he wrote several
years ago in its official publication.
TOMORROW
The work, was on a course of
Bauer & Black, Seri I se, rold-.0 n.1 study of "International UnderU.r pisar standing," which will be included
:colors. busloess,
maceuti,a1 sacs.
in the Office of Education publiNewark School District IC-6, 1-1.i.Jat- cation.
ing seniors. eclo.,lic
The journal will be sent to all
parts of the world by the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations to help teachers
develop programs for better under’standing between nations,
ml,

work in chemistry, mathematics,
The course is called "Seashore
metallurgy and physics. Salaries
178, and will offer
range from $4490 to $12,770 a Life" biology
of credit, said Dr. Piyear, depending on experience and two units
san, who will head the trip.
education. ,
The putpose of the trip is to
Salaries above $5430 require study marine and shore life ingraduate study. or professional cluding reptiles, plants and inexperience, the commission says. sects. The group will go to San
Graduates may start at this salFelipe, on the Gulf of California
ary if they have a "paiperlor
or Sea of Cortez, and will attempt
scholastic record" or can pass to go farther south to an island
certain tests.
group, the Enchanted Islands. This
the study
Detailed information is listed on area is outstanding for
the commission’s 209B and 210B of marine life, said Dr. Pisano.
The number of applications is
announcements, available at post
offices and the State Depart merit limited to 45. The applications will
be available Monday through
of Employment Office,

Flying Group Set
To See Air Film

Alpha Eta Rho, aeronautics
Iraternity, will hold a
meeting Is.
night at 8 in S142. All
students
interested in joining may
attend.
Movies of production and use of
light airplanes will be shown.

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS
PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

HIGH QUALITY AUTO REPLACEMENT PARTS GENERATORS

Broke Shoes

Rebuilt by factory enn.
Top
most quality.
ALL CARS

PER SET
each.
Best quality, heavy
friction.
duty, dual
Have power for a
real fast stop!

3 .98

9.95

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guaranteed factory rebuilt by
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on
Pressure tested

many makes of cars.
and we guarantee,

up, etch.

We also i
have them for Cadillacs,l’
Chryslers, Hudsons and
Nash cars. Savings of
$5 to $15.

experts.
’3OUBLE ACTION
Reg 895-now

4.79 exch.
SINGLE ACTION
reg. 3.95-now

1.98e,,

REBUILT

Regulators
Rebuilt by factory .
men and wholly guar- As.anteed.
exch.

.1

2 in

Master Cylinders
Top quality rebuilt by exp.
ready to be i st

Man
witoo5U74c
Open til 9 p.m. on Thurs.

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Psych Speaker
Set for Today

Miss Mary I:rantly, school psN-

chotocist

with the Oakland Pal,lie Schools, will speak this after-1
noon to members of the SJS Psychology Department. The meeting1

will be at

School Psychologists and sem es
on the Executive Board of Di%
slim 16 lschool psychologists,ii
the American Psychological As

THE BURGER HOUSE
24 Cents

spartaguide

12:30 in Cafeteria

Risans A and B.
Miss Brantly is

president-eleel
of the California Association of

Refreshments will be served.

TO

Interviews Federal Pamphlet
Prints Prof’s Work

a. i..us
Applications ’ss ill open Wednesday ani I
as biology majors may
apply, TN
Monday in 5203 for a study cost for the trip will
be Istween
trip to Baja California (lur- $45 and $55.
ing Easter vacation, accord- The staff for the trip ’ill in.
ing to Dr. Bocci Pisan. ass. elude a doctor, nurses, a
expert, a photogr anhcr
a
date professor of biological tion
n professional legal i siser. andscience.
_ _

fl.

,iant
the
pPaker at a Phi Alpha Theta, national history fraternity. meeting
1,anorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Cafeteria
r;,,om A.
The Adventures of a Historical
.’searcher in France" will be the
,bject of Dr. Kulstein’s talk.
,Ipsts am, welcome at the meet -

365 E. Julian

construction ssork, resort IA ark,
factory work, hospital work and
child cure (for Ark).
The ASIS was founded in 1957
to aid American students in loSceating summer jobs in Europe, according to Mrs. Phyllis Headland,
placement office.
Further information may be obtamed from the Placement Office,
Adm234, or from the American
Student Information Service, e.V.,
Jahnstrasse 56a, Frankfurt Main,
Gerniany.

Thursday. December in

61I1 6N 1/%11 V

;

HuiO-Kamaains, oweing, Spartan Y.
m
IWHC,
CH235. 3:30 p.m.
Phi Alpha Theta, meeting, Cafeteria
33 p.m.
Spartan Oriocci. meeting,
CH160.

GO

HOME MADE CHILI AND BEANS
388 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

CLASSIFIEDS
20c

near c6 61o.
63490.

13,,U"U

Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

F or :rod Apt. close. Dolure. available
- It. 421 E. San
2.1889.

To Place an Ad:

Hew sto,y

Call et Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hell.
No Phone Orders

and e h61-1-; Tbdr-.
CL 8-8945.

n

/Mites Per Sole

DUAL Inna

sedan, 1954. Erce!ler
5595.
Woe SD 117
I-, ,r
FL t 4840.
MGA ’59. Like new. $2115. CY 5 2497.

Help Wanted-Male
r

Mr;
P

Miscellaneous for Sale
Draw. +able in ercel. cond;finn,

Rooms for Rent
Mate

S.dr-

pa,.

I

fl

Filters as no sinFil?, filter cart,

n

for mild, full flavor!

Mech.
fro, cak base, see at 152 So.
.
’4

ned Polls Racing Bike. $100. AN
Ao.; 3-bdrot.. den, 11/2 betht
3-2010,

321,500. cy

Ski cabin Dodge R

Here’s how the

I,
nr

4 4619

Aportroeurte

for Rent

A

6 10

/ ------------4mr-del in or,
olio,.
Cl 54114.
H Yory I. retro., hoof, M,:.
$25. tr..v,-.CY 59h15.

CIA of San Jos. k r-oen.rg thc,r 1r,sh
new art L tr.
11, m
a
2 61 Transportation Available
well
w,rt,,I to Habratia
chart,
a
..,5. y ,o
’ ( 3.0508 alter 5 p.m,
proof wa!ls and coi:mg, telephone 0t
Special
Notices
lets.
TV entennaes,
ironing boar -1
new washers end dryers, and rumor-, , FOLK GUITAR 1NSTPUCTION. INDIV,
wires. We hive ell apt. for yo,, so call ’, bog. cots CY 3-1530.
Noe Cudo, Mgr. et CY 7.8713.
Felt music. Lim Sat. rere.-bring your
/.mo. free mat. Fun. Apt. 3 or 4 male
TI IC MASQUE, 484 C. win
stJdents. SI00 Mo. CI 22152.
Carlos,
2 fern. apts. Water. garb. pd. 565 S. Typing done in my home. Call CL
111,. CY 5 4390 or CY 2 0984 altar 5.
.71728

Dual Filter dues it:

1. It combine: a unr.lue innr r filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...defi
nitely proved to make the smoke of a r.igaratte mild and smooth ...

2.

with an efficient pure white outer Liter. Together they bring you the
best, the best tobaccos-the mildnes.:, and taste that payoff in plea:mel

Gentlemen, we give you CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
Newest look of leisure since white bucks! Traditional as the
Dickens (masterpieres), modern a.s jazz. Matter of fact, the
perfect combination of what’s always been and what’s bound
to happen. A complete line of men’s furnishings and leisurewear
-all designed to give you the kind of individuality you want.

VAN HEUSEN "417" COLLECTION

NEW
Fa.TER

areyton

